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The email is saved to Drafts and then sent automatically at the specified time Alongside Send Later, there are now options to be notified when an email has been delivered and read by a recipient.

Microsoft today announced that it's implementing several new features in Outlook for Mac, all of which have been highly requested by its Office 365 subscribers.. A growing number of users on Adobe's support community claim that Photoshop CC crashes when attempting to print projects after updating to macOS Sierra.. Delivery receipts confirm that an email has been sent to the recipient's inbox, while a read receipt confirms that a message has been opened.. Outlook for Mac users can also choose to decline to
send read receipts To make it quicker to send the same type of emails, messages can now be saved as templates, and emails can also be dragged and dropped to the calendar to make automatic calendar appointments.
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34, while the delivery and read receipts, email templates, and calendar changes are available for all Office 365 subscribers running Outlook version 15.. 35 Office 365 users who are also Office Insider Following the release of macOS Sierra last month, the latest operating system has caused some compatibility and stability issues with Adobe Photoshop and Microsoft Office 2016 for Mac that both companies are working to resolve.. 5 or earlier may crash while printing to some printers from Macs running macOS
Sierra.
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Adobe said its engineers are working on a solution for a future update to Photoshop CC, as echoed by Adobe product manager Pete Green.. Adobe support told me that Photoshop has not been tested on Sierra, but in reality Adobe has had Sierra for months and have even published known issues.. Timed emails, delivery notifications, email templates, and more are being added to the Mac software.
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Microsoft is also improving the account setup experience through automatic detection of email account type (Exchange, IMAP, or POP) and automatic email account importing when you've previously signed into another Office app.. Print dialogue opens and settings can be modified, but when attempting to print Photoshop crashes perhaps 9 out of 10 attempts.. I pay a ton of money for this thing to work and this nonsense from support is very annoying.. Doug Thomson, for example, is unable to print to his Epson
7890, while some other Epson and Canon printer models appear to be affected.. Adobe has since acknowledged the issue in a support document, noting that Photoshop CC version 2015.. What differs are the customization options available within each application Will this XML code work for both EXCEL 2016 for Windows and Mac? If not, is it possible to use conditional logic in XML and have the code test whether the OS is Windows or Mac and then run the appropriate XML code to add the intended custom
buttons and standard EXCEL groups to my customized tab?I'm printing to an Epson 7890, but I have seen the same issue cited for Canon.. The new account setup experience is available for all Mac users who are running Outlook version 15. e10c415e6f 
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